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BE-68 BODY ELECTRICAL



-



POWER DOOR LOCK CONTROL SYSTEM BE1FD-02



INSPECTION 1.



I02621



2 door models driver’s door (w/ Power window): INSPECT DOOR LOCK CONTROL SWITCH CONTINUITY Switch position



Tester connection



LOCK



1-2



OFF



-



UNLOCK



1-5



Specified condition Continuity No continuity Continuity



If continuity is not as specified, replace the switch. 2. 4 door models driver’s door (w/ Power window): INSPECT DOOR LOCK CONTROL SWITCH CONTINUITY Switch position



Tester connection



LOCK



2 - 3, 2 - 4



OFF



-



UNLOCK



3 - 7, 4 - 7



Specified condition Continuity No continuity Continuity



If continuity is not as specified, replace the switch. I12010



3.



Passenger ’s door (w/ Power window): INSPECT DOOR LOCK CONTROL SWITCH CONTINUITY Switch position



Tester connection



LOCK



3-4



OFF



-



UNLOCK



2-4



Specified condition Continuity No continuity Continuity



If continuity is not as specified, replace the switch. I12365



4.



I12016



LOCK



Switch position



Tester connection



Specified condition



LOCK



1-3



OFF



-



UNLOCK



1-6



Continuity



Illumination circuit



2-4



Continuity



Continuity No continuity



If continuity is not as specified, replace the switch. 5.



UNLOCK



w/o Power window : INSPECT DOOR LOCK CONTROL SWITCH CONTINUITY



Front left side door: INSPECT DOOR KEY LOCK AND UNLOCK SWITCH CONTINUITY Switch position



Tester connection



LOCK



3-5



OFF



-



UNLOCK



3-6



Specified condition Continuity No continuity Continuity



If continuity is not as specified, replace the door lock assembly. I12354



2002 ECHO (RM884U)



Author:



Date:



1272



BE-69 BODY ELECTRICAL



6.



POWER DOOR LOCK CONTROL SYSTEM



Front right side door: INSPECT DOOR KEY LOCK AND UNLOCK SWITCH CONTINUITY



UNLOCK LOCK



-



Switch position



Tester connection



LOCK



2-4



OFF



-



UNLOCK



1-4



Specified condition Continuity No continuity Continuity



If continuity is not as specified, replace the door lock assembly. I12355



7.



UNLOCK



I12348



2



1



Driver’s door: INSPECT DOOR UNLOCK DETECTION SWITCH CONTINUITY Switch position



Tester connection



OFF (Door Lock set to LOCK)



-



ON (Door Lock set to UNLOCK)



3-4



Specified condition No continuity



Continuity



If continuity is not as specified, replace the door lock assembly. 8. (a)



Front left side door: INSPECT DOOR LOCK MOTOR OPERATION Connect the positive (+) lead from the battery to terminal 1 and the negative (-) lead to terminal 2, and check that the door lock link moves to UNLOCK position.



UNLOCK



I12343



2



(b)



Reverse the polarity and check that the door lock link moves to LOCK position. If operation is not as specified, replace the door lock assembly.



1



LOCK I12344



6



9.



5



(a)



Front right side door: INSPECT DOOR LOCK MOTOR OPERATION Connect the positive (+) lead from the battery to terminal 5 and the negative (-) lead to terminal 6, and check that the door lock link moves to UNLOCK position.



UNLOCK



I12345



2002 ECHO (RM884U)



Author:



Date:



1273



BE-70 BODY ELECTRICAL



POWER DOOR LOCK CONTROL SYSTEM



(b)



Reverse the polarity and check that the door lock link moves to LOCK position. If operation is not as specified, replace the door lock assembly.



5



6



-



LOCK



I12346



10.



UNLOCK



1



(a)



2



Rear left side door (Except Puerto Rico models): INSPECT DOOR LOCK MOTOR OPERATION Connect the positive (+) lead from the battery to terminal 1 and the negative (-) lead to terminal 2, and check that the door lock link moves to UNLOCK position.



I12382



(b)



LOCK



1 2



Reverse the polarity and check that the door lock link moves to LOCK position. If operation is not as specified, replace the door lock assembly.



I12383



UNLOCK



11. 2



1



(a)



Rear right side door (Except Puerto Rico models): INSPECT DOOR LOCK MOTOR OPERATION Connect the positive (+) lead from the battery to terminal 1 and the negative (-) lead to terminal 2, and check that the door lock link moves to UNLOCK position.



I12384



LOCK



(b) 2



1



Reverse the polarity and check that the door lock link moves to LOCK position. If operation is not as specified, replace the door lock assembly.



I12385



2002 ECHO (RM884U)



Author:



Date:



1274



BE-71 BODY ELECTRICAL



12.



UNLOCK



1



2



(a)



-



POWER DOOR LOCK CONTROL SYSTEM



Rear left side door (Puerto Rico models): INSPECT DOOR LOCK MOTOR OPERATION Connect the positive (+) lead from the battery to terminal 1 and the negative (-) lead to terminal 2, and check that the door lock link moves to UNLOCK position.



I12386



(b)



LOCK



1



2



Reverse the polarity and check that the door lock link moves to LOCK position. If operation is not as specified, replace the door lock assembly.



I12387



13.



UNLOCK



4



3



(a)



Rear right side door (Puerto Rico models): INSPECT DOOR LOCK MOTOR OPERATION Connect the positive (+) lead from the battery to terminal 3 and the negative (-) lead to terminal 4, and check that the door lock link moves to UNLOCK position.



I12388



LOCK



(b) 4



Reverse the polarity and check that the door lock link moves to LOCK position. If operation is not as specified, replace the door lock assembly.



3



I12389



2002 ECHO (RM884U)



Author:



Date:



1275



BE-72 BODY ELECTRICAL



-



POWER DOOR LOCK CONTROL SYSTEM



14. INSPECT DOOR LOCK CONTROL RELAY CIRCUIT Disconnect the connector from the door lock control relay and inspect the connector on the wire harness side, as shown in the chart.



Wire harness side:



I12350



Tester connection



Condition



Specified condition



5 - Ground



Driver door unlock detection switch OFF (door locked)



No continuity



5 - Ground



Driver door unlock detection switch ON (door unlocked)



Continuity



7 - Ground



Driver’s and passenger’s door lock control switch UNLOCK or OFF



No continuity



7 - Ground



Driver’s or passenger’s door lock control switch LOCK



Continuity



8 - Ground



Driver’s and passenger’s door lock control switch LOCK or OFF



No continuity



8 - Ground



Driver’s or passenger’s door lock control switch UNLOCK



Continuity



9 - Ground



Driver’s door key lock and unlock switch UNLOCK or OFF



No continuity



9 - Ground



Driver’s door key lock and unlock switch LOCK



Continuity



9 - Ground



Front passenger’s door key lock and unlock switch UNLOCK or OFF



No continuity



9 - Ground



Front passenger’s door key lock and unlock switch LOCK



Continuity



10 - Ground



Driver’s door key lock and unlock switch LOCK or OFF



No continuity



10 - Ground



Driver’s door key lock and unlock switch UNLOCK



Continuity



11 - Ground



Front passenger’s door key lock and unlock switch LOCK or OFF



No continuity



11 - Ground



Front passenger’s door key lock and unlock switch UNLOCK



Continuity



18 - Ground



Driver’s door courtesy switch OFF



No continuity



18 - Ground



Driver’s door courtesy switch ON



Continuity



19 - Ground



Front passenger’s door courtesy switch OFF



No continuity



19 - Ground



Front passenger’s door courtesy switch ON



Continuity



19 - Ground



Rear left side door courtesy switch OFF



No continuity



19 - Ground



Rear left side door courtesy switch ON



Continuity



19 - Ground



Rear right side door courtesy switch OFF



No continuity



19 - Ground



Rear right side door courtesy switch ON



Continuity



25 - Ground



Constant



Continuity



3 - Ground



Ignition switch OFF



No voltage



2002 ECHO (RM884U)



Author:



Date:



1276



BE-73 BODY ELECTRICAL



-



POWER DOOR LOCK CONTROL SYSTEM



3 - Ground



Ignition switch ON



Battery positive voltage



14 - Ground



Constant



Battery positive voltage



If circuit is as specified, inspect the door lock signal.



UNLOCK



15.



2



1 I12370



LOCK



Driver’s door lock signal: INSPECT DOOR LOCK CONTROL RELAY OPERATION



HINT: When the relay circuit is as specified, inspect the door lock signal. (a) Connect the positive (+) lead from the voltmeter to terminal 2 and the negative (-) lead to terminal 1. (b) Set the door lock control switch to UNLOCK and check that the voltage rises from 0 V to battery positive voltage for approximately 0.2 seconds.



(c) (d)



Reverse the polarity of the voltmeter leads. Set the door lock control switch to LOCK and check that the voltage rises from 0 V to battery positive voltage for approximately 0.2 seconds. If operation is not as specified, replace the relay.



2



1 I12371



2002 ECHO (RM884U)



Author:



Date:



1277



BE-74 BODY ELECTRICAL



16. UNLOCK



1



13



I12318



-



POWER DOOR LOCK CONTROL SYSTEM



Except driver’s door lock signal: INSPECT DOOR LOCK CONTROL RELAY OPERATION



HINT: When the relay circuit is as specified, inspect the door lock signal. (a) Connect the positive (+) lead from the voltmeter to terminal 13 and the negative (-) lead to terminal 1. (b) Set the door lock control switch to UNLOCK and check that the voltage rises from 0 V to battery positive voltage for approximately 0.2 seconds.



(c) (d)



Reverse the polarity of the voltmeter leads. Set the door lock control switch to LOCK and check that the voltage rises from 0 V to battery positive voltage for approximately 0.2 seconds. If operation is not as specified, replace the relay.



LOCK 1 13



I12317



2002 ECHO (RM884U)



Author:



Date:



1278
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inspection - CapHector 

Inspect the disassembled parts for wear, rust or damage. 2. MEASURE BRAKE SHOE LINING THICKNESS. Using a ruler, measure the shoe lining thickness.
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inspection - CapHector 

(On vehicle). Injector. SF09K-07. S05359. Fuel Tube Connector ... INSPECTION. 1. INSPECT INJECTOR INSPECTION. CAUTION: Keep injector clear of sparks ...
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inspection - CapHector 

Try to rotate the clutch pinion gear counter- clockwise and check that it locks. If necessary, replace the starter clutch. 13. INSPECT MAGNETIC SWITCH.
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inspection - CapHector 

75.000 - 75.013 mm (2.95275 - 2.95326 in.) Maximum diameter: 75.013 mm (2.95326 in.) If the diameter is greater than maximum, replace the cylinder block. 6.
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inspection - CapHector 

(a) Fasten the front seat belts. (b) Drive the car at 10 mph (16 km/h) and slam on the brakes. Check that the belt locks and cannot be extended at this time. HINT:.
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on-vehicle inspection - CapHector 

ON-VEHICLE INSPECTION. 1. REMOVE RADIATOR CAP. CAUTION: To avoid the danger of being burned, do not remove the ra- diator cap while the engine ...
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Injector: On-Vehicle Inspection (Echo) - CapHector 

CHECK OPERATION SOUND FROM EACH INJECTOR. (a) Connect the PCV hose to cylinder head cover. (b) With the engine running or cranking, use a sound ...
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CIRCUIT INSPECTION DTC P0500 Vehicle Speed ... - CapHector 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION. The vehicle speed sensor outputs a 4-pulse signal for every revolution of the transaxle output shaft. After this signal is converted into a ...
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how to use the diagnostic chart and inspection procedure - CapHector 

When all the component parts, wire harnesses and con- nectors of each circuit except the ECU are found to be normal in troubleshooting, then it is determined ...
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Final Inspection 

AC Form 8050-2, Aircraft Bill of. Sale (kit aircraft only) ... Purchase a logbook for the air- frame, engine, and ... FAA Order 8130.2, "Airworthiness. Certification of ...
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Inspection Panels 

Other types include hinged doors in ply-covered structures or .... George C. Prill, Director of the FAA's Flight Stan- dards Service, said the data is needed to evaluate and plan the maintenance airman certification and surveillance pro- gram.
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inspection .fr 

fumes are poisonous and can cause loss of consciousness and death in a short time. Never drain the float bowl when the engine is hot. Severe burns may result.
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reassembly - CapHector 

(b) Install the coil spring to the shock absorber. HINT: Fit the lower end of the coil spring into the gap of the spring low- er seat. (c) Install the upper insulator with ...
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installation - CapHector 

When installing the front seat outer belt, take care that the wiring does not interfere with other parts and is not pinched between other parts. 1. INSTALL FRONT ...
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installation - CapHector 

INSTALLATION. 1. INSTALL ELECTRIC COOLING FAN TO RADIATOR. Install the cooling fan with the 3 bolts. Torque: 7.5 NÂ·m (80 kgfÂ·cm, 66 in.Â·lbf). 2. INSTALL ...
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removal - CapHector 

BO-76. -. BODY. INSTRUMENT PANEL. 1396. Author : Date : 2002 ECHO (RM884U). REMOVAL. 1. REMOVE FRONT DOOR SCUFF PLATE. (a) Insert a ...
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reassembly - CapHector 

NOTICE: Be careful not to damage the serrations. (c) Install the spacer. (d) Coat a new oil seal lip with molybdenum disulfide lithium base grease. (e) Using SST ...
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disassembly - CapHector 

ROLLER BEARING, SPACER AND SYNCHRONIZER. RING FROM INPUT SHAFT. (a) Using SST and a press, remove the rear ball bearing and. 4th gear. SST.
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installation - CapHector 

INSTALLATION. 1. INSTALL WASHER NOZZLES. (a) Install the washer nozzles to the hood. (b) Connect the washer hoses. 2. INSTALL OUTER FRONT COWL ...
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installation - CapHector 

(c) Install the suspension member with the 4 bolts. Torque: Bolt A: 70 NÂ·m (715 kgfÂ·cm, 52 ftÂ·lbf). Bolt B: 116 NÂ·m (1,185 kgfÂ·cm, 86 ftÂ·lbf). 3. Power steering:.
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disassembly - CapHector 

EM-63. 677. Author : Date : 2002 ECHO (RM884U). DISASSEMBLY. 1. M/T: REMOVE FLYWHEEL. 2. A/T: ... 0.36 mm (0.0142 in.) If the thrust clearance is greater than maximum, replace the ... 1ST 15 NÂ·m (150 kgfÂ·cm, 11 ftÂ·lbf). 2ND Turn 90 Â°.
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disassembly - CapHector 

REMOVE MAGNETIC SWITCH ... (b) Remove the 2 nuts holding the magnetic switch to the ... Remove the plate, 3 planetary gears and plate washer. 7.
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adjustment - CapHector 

ADJUSTMENT. 1. ADJUST DOOR IN FORWARD/ REARWARD AND VER-. TICAL DIRECTIONS. (a) Remove the front and rear door scuff plates. (b) Remove ...
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installation - CapHector 

CONNECT DISCHARGE AND SUCTION HOSES FROM. COMPRESSOR. (a) Lubricate 2 new O-rings with compressor oil and install them to the both hoses.
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